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Abstract
In Nepal, the impacts of the 2015 earthquake are devastating and widespread in its historic settlements.
Among the most affected areas are 42 densely populated historical settlements of Kathmandu Valley
(PDRF, 2016). Historic town Sankhu, sustained heavy impacts from the earthquake and these impacts have
important lessons for urban reconstruction.
In 2015-2016, following the Earthquake, the National Society for Earthquake Technology Nepal partnered
with Shankharapur municipality to a develop holistic urban recovery plan. The main objective of this study
is to better understand the reconstruction/ regeneration planning of Sankhu. The impact of the earthquake
in this historic settlement is used as a case study. A detailed damage assessment (DDA) was carried out by
a group of trained architect and student volunteers in June 2015. The objective of the DDA was to study
the impact of the earthquake on housing and human settlements and evaluate the ways and means for the
conservation of its unique urban fabric and the reduction of disaster risk.
A study on the building typology, use, and infrastructure and construction trends was also carried by 5
trained architect volunteers in a week with the aim of developing a reconstruction /regeneration plan. No
sampling methodology was used as the survey was conducted for every site, providing a complete census
of buildings. A semi-structured survey methodology was utilized to gather information from house owners,
family members, relatives or neighbors (whoever was available during the survey) about their building their
household makeup and earthquake damage. The study examined the available data from various sources,
including government and non-government agencies, private sector stakeholders, as well as authentic
literatures.
Major findings of the survey and literature review are i) 76 and 32 percent of private dwellings and
monuments were destroyed; ii) 95percent of all vernacular buildings destroyed or heavily damaged, iii)
infrastructure damage loss comes to the tune of an around 25percent of the Sankhu urban recovery cost.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Historic cities and settlements are society’s centres for community interaction, creativity,
knowledge, diversity, culture, commerce and economic activity. The accretion of several layers of
history tends to reveal a great deal about the city's past, present and even future (Elnokaly. et.al
2011). Historic city centres and historic settlements are repositories of distinct ethnic culture, arts
and architecture, endowed with a multitude of historic buildings, heritage sites and the like. They
play a major role in enhancing place identity, memory and belongings (Boussaa, 2017) and tend to
create urban identity for the rest of a city and the adjacent districts (Carrion, 2005). As such, they
contribute to a sense of place, cultural continuity and national identity, in addition to supporting
tourism economies (Niel Galeway, 2006).
In Nepal, historic settlements are both globally recognized and under threat from recent social
changes and direct destruction from 2015 earthquake. These threats call for coordinated action,
such as the post-earthquake historic settlement recovery planning discussed in this article.
1.2 Historic settlements of Nepal
Nestled among the foothills of the Himalayas, Nepal is located in between China to north and India
towards south, east and west. Its history dates back to the time before the 7th century BC and is
intertwined with the history of the broader Indian subcontinent and the surrounding neighboring
countries. It is a multi-ethnic, multi-racial, multi-cultural, multi-religious and multi-lingual
country (GoN, Ministry of foreign affairs-History of Nepal).
At the centre of the country lies the Kathmandu Valley, a settlement more than 2000 years old.
Historically, the Kathmandu Valley enjoyed sustainable development practice and maintained an
ecological balance of urban development through various physical features and cultural
practices, as well sustainable opportunities for economic development (20 Years Strategic
Development Master Plan (2015 – 2035), KVDA 2015). However, the rapidly growth and
modernization of Kathmandu Valley after 1950 caused serious problems of sustainability on all
fronts: economic, social, environmental, and ecological.
As an important social, cultural, administrative, touristic and economic centre, Kathmandu has
been the destination of migration from small towns and rural areas. Various studies have indicated
that the annual rate of population growth in the valley has been 4.3% in the past decade with the
highest growth up to 6.5%, making its growth one of the highest in the South Asian sub-continent
(MoUD, 2017 National Urban Development Strategy, 2017). With the current growth rate, the
total population in the Valley is estimated to be 2.54 million (CBS 2011, Population Census), with
an estimated projection of 4 million and 6.7 million in the years 2020 and 2030
respectively (KVDA 2015). This unprecedented population growth has put tremendous pressure
on the limited resources of the valley resulting in rapid land use changes, land degradation, land
fragmentation, poor environmental quality. These changes have caused an increasing

gaps between demand and supply of urban infrastructure, poor access to adequate infrastructures
and services, poor water and sanitary conditions and an overall depletion of quality of life,
thus supporting the immergence of urban poverty. In addition, the valley is bearing heavy adverse
effect of urbanization in the tourism sector thus affecting the overall economy of the
country (KVDA, Draft KV Strategic Development Plan 2015-2035).
In spite of these rapid social changes, in more than five dozen historic settlements a unique
medieval urban culture that is more than 400-500 years old still survives. The processes of
modernization have changed the forms of historic settlements in much of these
settlements. However, a few places remain where patterns of living and physical forms of
settlement have remained relatively untouched by the forces of change. Yet, they were
experiencing population and employment loss, with a net out-migration of indigenous
people, shrinking
of Guthis (charitable
organizations), and reduction
in
traditional
cultural activities. Historic Settlements that are here is shown in the fig, 1. A list of historic settlements in
Nepal is given in Annex 1.

Figure 1: Historic Settlements in Kathmandu Valley
1.3 Efforts at preservation
The historic settlements of Kathmandu Valley, and the need to preserve the urban fabric
of these settlements in the Valley and surrounding areas, was initially documented
in the Physical Development Plan of Kathmandu Valley, 1969 (Department of Housing,

and Physical Planning, 1969) and six years later in 1975 Kathmandu Valley Preservation
of Physical Environment and Cultural Heritage, Protective Inventory Vol. 2 (Department
of Housing, and Physical Planning, 1975).
At about the same time, the Government of Nepal, with financial and technical
cooperation from Federal Republic of Germany, initiated the first urban renewal
project in one of Kathmandu’s oldest towns, the Bhaktapur Development Project 19741986 (Halland, 1982). Following this local effort, UNESCO designated the historic city
centers of Kathmandu, Patan, Bhaktapur, and four other settlements as Kathmandu
Valley World Heritage Sites in 1979 due to their universal or outstanding value.
The rehabilitation and conservation of Bhaktapur’s historic city core served as a
fundamental catalyst for a change in mindset of municipal authorities in Urban
Conservation and Tourism Promotion. Inspired by the success of the
Bhaktapur’s Historic City renewal, Bandipur follow suit. Bandipur is a hill top settlement
now a municipality, in Tanahun district, established by migrated Newar traders’
from Bhaktapur in 18th century (Dorji, 2019). The Bandipur Village Development
Committee, along with local residents and project partners from Greece and Italy and
financial support from European Commission initiated the Bandipur Eco-Cultural
Tourism Project (BECTP) for the conservation of its urban fabric and tourism promotion
in 2005-2006.
A coordinated approach to preservation of historic settlements emerged slowly. The
then Kathmandu Valley Urban Development Plan and Programs, funded
by the Asian Development Bank, in 1990 developed a concept plan to conserve 25
historic settlements. However, it was not implemented due to lack of commitment and
seriousness from government, municipality, and communities (Kathmandu Valley Urban
Development Plan and Programs report 1990). A decade later, the concept of historic
settlements as a cultural town that needed to be protected and enhanced
was is enshrined in the Long-term Development Concept of Kathmandu Valley
2002 (GON approved Kathmandu Valley Plan 2020) and in the first amendment of the
Settlement & Urban Planning and Building Construction Basic Bye-Laws in 2016.
Despite modest successes, these urban preservation projects were focused only on
conservation of the built environment and tourism promotion. These efforts did
not adequately address threats from rapid social change or natural hazards (Shakya. et. al.
2016,).
1.4 Threats to Historic Settlements
Despite their increased recognition, currently, historic settlements in the Kathmandu
Valley continue to be under threat due to economic decline and due to the rapid and
fundamental social, economic and institutional changes in society. The historical urban

areas and settlements, which embody the values of traditional urban cultures are being
threatened, physically degraded, damaged or even destroyed by the impact of rapid urban
development and poor governance. Many historic settlements and core city have been
transformed from concentrated and identifiable towns into amorphous urban areas. The
communities with the centuries old traditions, cultures, and lifestyles are facing
irreversible cultural, social and economic losses (Bhatta K.D el, 2016,). In addition to
these social pressures, historic settlements face threats from natural hazards, most notably
earthquakes.
Additionally, the Kathmandu Valley is tectonically located on the collision zone of the
Indian Plate and Eurasian Plate. The Indian Plate sub-ducts onto the Eurasian Plate, which
has led to the formation of the Himalayas. Due to the geological formation of the valley
KV with Paleo-Pleistocene aged sediments basically comprising of soft sedimentary
layers, the basin can amplify ground motion generated by the earthquakes could be
significantly amplified. Hence, the Kathmandu valley is considered as one of the highest
vulnerable cities to the earthquake. These issues have greatly increased the vulnerability of
population to hazards, both natural and man-made, due to insufficient preparedness and
lack of proper prioritization
of
plan
to
mitigate
and
reduce
such
vulnerabilities (KVDA, Draft KV Strategic Development Plan 2015-2035).
1.5 The 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
The main shock of the 25 April earthquake and the strongest aftershock of 12
May has resulted in 8,790 people dead and over 20,000 injured. Within the Kathmandu
Valley alone, nearly 2000 people died and over 10,000 were injured (GON. MoHA,
2015). Furthermore, these two earthquakes have caused extensive destruction and
damage to the built environment. Nearly a million houses were partially or
fully damaged, 898 heritage structures, and 55 historic settlements were also are affected
by this tremor (GoN National Planning Commission, PDNA 2015), more than 95 percent
of the buildings in Sankhu was damaged. Almost all 1700 families were affected.
(Situation survey report, 2016).
The 2015 earthquake caused extensive damage and loss in urban areas, especially the
historic settlements in Nepal and a number of market towns, several of them also with
significant historic value, located within municipalities, in the 31 earthquake affected
districts.
Following the Gorkha earthquake, the government of Nepal prioritized the reconstruction
and revival of the traditional settlement. The National Reconstruction and Rehabilitation
Policy, 2016 mentioned “Use of local materials, knowledge, skills and labor will be
prioritized during reconstruction” as one of its guiding principles. Similarly, one of the
six stated objectives of the policy was to “Reconstruct old settlements by maintaining

their traditional characteristics and improving on them” (NRA, The National
Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Policy 2016). The Post Disaster Recovery Framework
published by the government also mentioned that restoring urban heritage settlements
would be given priority (NRA, Post Disaster Recovery Framework, 2016).
1.6 Research Focus
In the aftermath of the Gorkha Earthquake, the imperative to restore and regenerate the
historic settlement Sankhu was obvious. However, it was unclear how to do so. This
article explores two critical questions related to reconstruction in historic urban
settlement:
i) Following the 2015 earthquake, what were the most pressing issues for the people of
historic settlement Sankhu?
ii) What were the challenges the municipality and National Reconstruction Authority
faced in post-earthquake holistic urban recovery?
2. METHODOLOGY
In 2015-2016, following the Gorkha Earthquake, the National Society for Earthquake
Technology Nepal partnered with Shankharapur Municipality and Sakwo (Sankhu)
Reconstruction Committee, a local community organization, to develop a holistic urban
recovery plan. At the request of the Shankharapur municipality, a comprehensive
assessment of the damages and losses caused by the earthquake was undertaken as the
first step towards recovery planning. It helped identify recovery needs as well as strategy
required for its implementation.
2.1 Site Selection
Selection of the Sankhu settlement was from within NSET program areas, with additional
criteria being that the settlement has:
• Large scale devastation
• Pro-activeness of the local government and community
• Homogeneous ethnic community, and
• Presence of abundance heritage, traditions, and festivals

The earthquakes of 25 April and 12 May 2015 was a terrible calamity for Sankhu as they
affected almost all historical areas. Approximately 98 people lost their lives and 179
people were injured. As per the rapid visual damage assessment, more than 95 percent of
the buildings in Sankhu were damaged. Almost all 1700 families have been affected.
The scale of destruction was immense.

Sankhu, one of the oldest Newari settlement of the Kathmandu Valley, is located in a
pristine natural surroundings and offers a galore of culture and heritage of the Goddess
Vajrayogini and Newari people. Sankhu derived from the Newari word “sakwo:” which
means “settlement next to the Tibet”. As the name suggests, it was once a small but a
vibrant Newar town before it lost its prominence as the trade route to Tibet following the
construction of Arniko Highway connecting Kathmandu to the Chinese border in 1960s.
It is surrounded by beautiful hills and its proximity to Shali Nadi (Hindu pilgrimage) and
trail to Nagarkot, a hill station known for viewing sunrise and panoramic view of
mountains, means the place offers great potential for tourism. However, the place has
long been economically backward town due to years of neglect and out migration of
traders and intellects to Kathmandu and beyond.
Nevertheless, Sankhu continues to be a culturally and religiously prominent town because
of its rich Newar heritage, traditions, and festivals. Local residents still observe thirtyfour such traditions and festivals. Many of these traditions revolve around the goddess
Vajrayogini, the patron deity of Sankhu, whose main temple resides on the hilltop
overlooking the town and who is worshipped widely by Nepal’s Hindus and Buddhists
(Shrestha B.G; 2012, the sacred town of Sankhu). Some characteristics of the historic
settlement Sankhu is summarized in a table 1 below.
Table 1. Characteristics of the settlement selected for historic settlement recovery
planning
Characteristic
Historic Settlement Sankhu
Established
4th century
Population
4,906
Size
18.5 hectare
Municipality
Shankharapur
Distance from Kathmandu
17 km
Notable feature
One of the oldest settlement in Kathmandu Valley
Source: The physical Development Plan of Kathmandu Valley 1969; Published by GON; Department of
Housing, Building and Physical Planning

2.2 Data Collection
Data collection was done through a census survey of households and buildings. The
survey was conducted in two phases. The first phase consisted of data collection during
the countrywide Detail Damage Assessment (DDA), which was conducted two months
after the Gorkha Earthquake 2015. A second phase consisted of data collection for urban
recovery planning in August 2015.
Prior to the survey, maps, photos and documents such as satellite photo, cadastral map,
1968-69 base map and photos and drawings were collected and preparatory desk work was
done.

In the first phase, a structured questionnaire was used, which is attached in Annex 2. A
door-to-door survey was conducted. Questions were asked to house owners, family
members, relatives or neighbors (whoever was available during the survey). GPS and
pictures of the house was also taken. Survey details consisted of physical and technical
details of the residential buildings. Later, a DDA was carried out by a group of trained
architect and student volunteers in June 27 - July 10, 2015. The objective of the DDA
was to study the impact of the earthquake on housing and human settlements.
In the second phase, a semi structured survey methodology was utilized to interview
political and social leader, priest and public officials to gather information and a survey
of infrastructures and monuments was performed. Width of roads was measured, and
length was obtained from GIS maps. DDA of monuments were performed with minor
modification in the questionnaire of the first phase. Details of monuments and
infrastructure were obtained from the locals with semi structured questionnaires. Photos
were taken and streetscapes were drawn with reference to the photos. Meetings were also
organized at community halls and Shankharapur municipality office to obtain social,
cultural and economic information of the area. All obtained data was mapped and verified
in consecutive meetings. The objective of the second phase survey was to obtain damage
impact on public infrastructure, monuments and evaluate the ways and means for the
conservation of its unique urban fabric and the reduction of disaster risk.
The survey was administered to house owners, family members, relatives or
neighbors whoever was available during the survey. Before the survey, the surveyor
explained who they are and whom they represent. They also briefed about a purpose, extent
and methodology of survey to all house owner and their participation is on voluntary basis.
The survey team was assisted by the members of Sakwo (Sankhu) Reconstruction
Committee, a community based organization working for heritage conservation and
environment protection.
3: RESULTS
This study is mainly focused on recovery / regeneration planning of historic settlement,
based upon a comprehensive damage assessment and study of the building typology, use,
and infrastructure and construction trends. Results of the field survey and earthquake
damage assessment are grouped in the themes of existing urban use, damage assessment,
and homeowner experience below.
3.1 Existing Urban Use
One of the oldest settlements in the Valley, established by the Licchavis (4th centuries
A.D.), is Sankhu in the northeast corner of the Valley. It is an old settlement, started
predominantly as a Newar community, and even today, almost all people in Sankhu are

Newars. Trading, farming and organizing business are the major occupation of the
people.
It is rich in social and cultural, as well as religious values. It has been of continuing
historical importance as a trade post on the route to Tibet generally under the control of
various kingdoms centred at Kathmandu. Because of this trade importance to Kathmandu
and the resulting interest shown, Sankhu has been more heavily influenced by distant
Kathmandu than by Bhaktapur just to the South. The Vajrayogini temple north of
Sankhu, aside from being one of the important shrines in the Valley, has had a profound
influence on the way of people’s life and historic pattern of land ownership around the
settlement- much of the land has been devoted to maintenance of the temple. The present
form of Sankhu is largely from Malla Period, 15th to 17th century (Department of
Housing Building and Physical Planning, 1968, The physical development plan of
Kathmandu Valley).
This settlement has been planned in a gridiron pattern, in the shape of Shankha (conch
shell). It was planned with eight toles (neighbourhoods), nine Viharas (monasteries),
nine manmade ponds, seven Dabalis (raised platform for street drama and for displaying
deities during festivals), eleven Dhunge Dharas (traditional water supply system), and
eight streets. The settlements is facilitated with 32 wells for drinking water at important
road junctions. At each road crossing, Pati (generally one storey structure with front and
sides opened) was constructed as a resting places for pilgrims and travellers. All together
there were twenty five such Patis in the town. At present there are less than one dozen
Patis, five ponds, nine Dhunge Dharas and fourteen wells.
Sankhu is located at the end of a small valley, which is drained by the Salinadi River
(Hindu pilgrimage site). Nagarkot hill and Thugun hill surround it on the east, on the
north by the Gubhagun (Bajrayogini) hill, and on the south by the Itagun hill, which
opens towards the valley. The settlement, built on a high, mostly level plateau, also
known as Shankharapur covers nearly 18.5 hectares of land. According to existing land
use, 43.2 percent is covered by built up area. Whereas road networks, public open spaces
and vacant land covers 12, 7.3, and 37.5 percent respectively. There are numerous lanes
and 8 streets. Total areas of lanes and street is 22,125square meter. Area covered by
public squares and courtyard is 13,516 m2. Road coverage and open space per capita are
4.5 and 2.7 square meter, which are less than half of the average requirement of liveable
township (standards: road and open space 10-12 m2 and 6 m2 per capita, Building Code
of India, 2016 ). Built up area, road network, public squares and vacant land, within
historic settlement identified and mapped as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2 Land use map source: situation survey August, 2015
3.2 Damage estimation
During the detail damage assessment survey, physical structures such as residential
buildings, courtyard, open space, roads and lanes, wells, Jharaun (traditional water
fountain), Dhunge Dharas (sunken stone water spout), Raj Kulos (traditional irrigational
channel), Dabalis, ponds, gates, tree shrines, festive routes and earthquake impact on
them were identified, mapped and inventoried as shown in table 2. Nearly all, 95
percent, of the private dwellings were damaged by 2015 earthquake, especially those
inside Sankhu’s old settlement area. Besides private houses and public buildings and
monuments, the survey documented an extensive damage to traditional water supply
system, drain and irrigation channel, public spaces and urban mobility networks.

Table2. List of Physical structure and their condition in the aftermath of earthquake
S.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

Physical
structure
Gate
School
Dabali
Dhunge Dhara
Ponds
DUG wells
Jharoun
Raj Kulo
Private dwelling,
store, & factory
sheds
Public buildings
Temples, &
monuments

Total
number
5
4
7
11
9
32
1
8
965
(100%)

Destroyed
/ damaged
1
-

12
(100%)
71
(100%)

2
(17%)
23
(32%)

737
(76%)

partially
damage
7
9
5
1
4
221
(23 %)

Intact
5
14
4
7

10
48
(68%)

Remarks

Open raised platform
Water spout made of stone conduit
4 encroached
18 not found
Traditional water fountain
A System of Irrigation canals
893 identified by survey team, 72
buildings pull down to ground
Including Guthi buildings

including historic pati, sattal,
temple Dyonche (god house) &
shrines

Most of the buildings in Sankhu can be classified into three broad categories. In the first
category comes buildings built in indigenous technology and local materials in vernacular
architecture. This type of building constitutes seventy percentage of all buildings. The
second and third categories are built in neoclassical architecture (1%) and modern
residence and other structure (29%). Almost all buildings except seven were affected by
the impact of 2015 earthquake. Among the earthquake affected buildings, seventy six
percent totally destroyed /damaged and twenty three percent suffered partial damage.
Almost all destroyed and severely damaged buildings were built in traditional technology
and style and were more than 30 years old. All 304 buildings, which were more than 80
years old and survived in 1934 mega-earthquake, did not survive in this earthquake. It
was found that in the category of heavily damage to fully collapsed residential buildings,
seventy two percent were of the low-strength masonry houses. All buildings with floor
added on top of original building collapsed. Another type of buildings that collapsed are
those buildings which were subdivided and internal cross walls removed and replaced by
thin partition walls.
Out of 238 modern buildings built in last three decade, two percent collapse and
seventeen percent suffer heavy damage to partial collapse, and seventy six percent suffer

slight to moderate damage. Damage assessment of the private dwellings are shown in
figure 4 and details of damage based on technology is given table 3.

Figure 4 Damage assessment of private dwellings. Source detail damage assessment
July-August 2015
Table 3. Earthquake damage of private buildings
S.N.

Architecture

Typology

1

Vernacular

Load bearing wall
structure in mud mortar

2

Neoclassical

Load bearing wall
structure in mud mortar
Load bearing wall
structure in cement
mortar
Reinforced Cement
Concrete frame
structure
Other (storage &
factory sheds)

3

4

5

Modern

Earthquake Damage grade
DG5 DG4 DG3 DG2

Intact

Total

DG1

499
(74
%)
6

109

31

16

19

3

677
(70%)

2

0

0

2

-

4

16

15

19

39

-

10
(1%)
93
(10%)

1

2

6

11

113

4

48

-

137
(14%)

48
(5%)
Total
510
129
52
46
221
7
965
(100%)
Note: DG5 means total collapse, DG4- partial collapse and heavy to substantial damage, DG3- heavy to
substantial damage, DG2- moderate damage, and DG1- slight damage

In addition to private residential buildings, historic public buildings and old and recently
built temples were badly affected by the quake. Nearly 32 percent of heritages were
destroyed completely. Other physical structures, and infrastructure such roads, drainage,
water supply, irrigation channels, schools and health facilities are also badly affected by
the earthquake and needs to be retrofitted and rehabilitated. Damage loss estimation of
private buildings, monuments, and infrastructure are given in Table 4.
Table 4: Earthquake damage loss estimation of private buildings, monuments and
infrastructure in Sankhu
S.N.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8

9
10

Type of intervention

Reconstruction of collapsed
buildings
Reconstruction of partial
collapsed buildings
Reconstruction of heavily
damaged buildings
Repair of moderately
damaged buildings
Minor repair of slightly
damaged buildings
Restoration of collapsed and
partial damaged monuments
and public buildings
Repair of the minor to
moderately damaged
monuments
Rehabilitation and
improvement of physical and
social infrastructure
Total
Project management cost
Grand total

number

Estimated cost
(NRs)

Remark

510

Average
estimated Rate
per unit ( NRs)
3,000,000.

530,000,000.

129

3,000,000.

387,000,000.

52

3,000,000.

156,000,000.

46

300,000.

13,800,000.

221

100,000.

22,100,000.

23

1,100,000.

25,300,000.

As per average
estimated rate
per building size
30’x18’ x32’
GON grant for
reconstruction is
NRs 300,000
only sufficient to
repair
moderately
damaged

48

400,000

19,200,000

Lump sum

400,000,000.

10% of the
Total

1,553,400,000
155,340,000
1,708,740,000

3.3 Homeowner Recovery Experience
The widespread damage affected almost all 1700 households. Ten 10 percent of
households doing retail businesses in their own houses lost their houses and their
livelihood and 6.5 percent lost monthly rental income. Despite the hardships the people
had to face, they showed tremendous resilience and community solidarity. It was as if the
people had taken on the indomitable spirit of the Bajrayogini, patron deity of the
settlement. They came together to reclaim their life from the extensive destruction.

Immediately after the earthquake, the community spontaneously searched and rescued
many of their loved ones. If they had not acted so urgently, the number of casualty and
injured people would have been significantly higher. Thus, the first responder was the
community itself. During the second day, the army and police personals came to help the
community in search and rescue operation.
The devastation was so widespread that all residents had to spend few nights under the
open sky on vacant lands surrounding the settlement. Only after a week, they started
living in tents, tarpaulin sheets cover distributed by humanitarian agencies. Army
personals cleared blocked roads and helped the local people to demolish their damaged
houses. Once the search and rescue operation was completed, the most pressing issues for
the residents were rebuilding their houses and livelihood.
As there were no technical guidance and proper advisory service available, the residents
were scared and confused about early recovery. Nearly after six months after disaster
struck many families previously living in four or five storied buildings had demolished
upper two / three floors and had started to live in their slightly damaged lower floors.
Many others started to live in transitional shelter -temporary structure made of bamboo or
steel pipe frame and galvanized iron sheets. At the same time, the first rebuilding
has started, without planning and without regard for heritage.
I the early recovery planning stage, many people have come together and expressed their
strong desire to conserve their heritage. However, neither the local authority was able to
deliver technical design solutions and efficient development control nor were the artisans
knowledgeable about constructing safer building in vernacular architecture.
Having observed higher levels of damage in the traditional house, residents came to
believe that reinforced cement concrete (RCC) buildings were a stronger and better
construction technology. A survey of 33 percent of the house owners found that 60
percent prefer to reconstruct their destroyed building in RCC frame structure with
modern facade. Only fourty percent preferred to build using traditional facade with
earthquake resistant RCC structure. Furthermore, there was also a desire among some
people to ‘modernize’ the settlement with wider roads, more commercial buildings and
the land use change to convert the settlement into a modern community.
Respondents to the survey further identified the following issues:
•

Joint family property ownership makes decision making complex and takes time.
There are buildings inherted by many families and the building not yet divided among
themselves legally. They have different economic status and are living in different places.
They have different ideas and needs. Some wants to build in modest cost as soon as possible
and some does not need at all. To reconstruct the building all property owners should agree
on design and ready to share financial burden and rebuilding responsibility. Having

•

•

different status and need, it is very difficult to come to common understanding and takes
much time in negotiation and settle differences. .
Funding vernacular building reconstruction takes more time and money
Vernacular buildings have certain defined sizes according to the family economic status.
In Sankhu the plot size is so small that it does not meet the minimum requirements of the
Vernacular building requirement and home owners are essentially stuck. The small plots
are often due to the practice of vertical sub-division of original vernacular building, where
when the home is inherited by the younger generation it is divided vertically leading to
increasingly smaller plot sizes over time. In some cases, the plot size may be small due to
a portion of the land being sold off (land prices are high and continue to increase). Where
families do build on these small plots, many build with eccentric footings which are not
compliant with the building code. In addition to having small plots, the houses that were
or are on these plots are adjoining making the construction process even more challenging.
This also increases risk during earthquakes as the buildings are not designed as adjoining
and therefore may have a negative impact on neighbouring structures.
In vernacular buildings special types of bricks, tiles and timbers are used. They are not
easily available in the market and vernacular buildings used to have carved doors and
windows, which takes time to carve and are very costly. Salvaged doors and windows
needs repair, which is not possible without having skilled craftsmen. There are very few
skilled craftsmen capable of rebuilding in traditional style and shape in the market. Those
available are all engaged in monument reconstruction. Hence vernacular building
reconstruction takes more time and money.
Difficulty in finding skilled craftsmen capable of rebuilding in traditional style
From late nineteen seventy, People of Kathmandu Valley started to use modern
construction material and technology to build their houses. Except in public monuments
vernacular technology and local materials were seldom used in private house
construction. The demand for old crafts and craftsmen diminishes. Many old craftsmen
have passed away and younger switched their skill and profession to new construction
technology. Thus the challenge is that there are not enough construction workers
(carpenters, masons, etc.) available who are skilled in the techniques used in vernacular
architecture.

•

Municipality and NRA did not have plan and program for socio-technical advisory service
to residents on reconstruction of vernacular buildings
In the historical core areas of the Kathmandu Valley, and in other areas such as
Bhimweshwor Municipality in Dolakha, there is a risk that vernacular architecture may be
lost during the housing reconstruction. The main types of architecture found in these areas
are Malla and Newar, with newer styles including Rana and Hindu Islamic found in 19 th

century structures1. The architectural features that are commonly found in historical core
areas include intricately carved wooden windows and doors, brick masonry with timber
banding (often the timber banding is also carved), houses organised around courtyards, and
sloped, tiled roofs. The earthquake resistant elements present at various levels in these
buildings indicates that people were aware of safer construction practices.
The 2015 Gorkha Earthquake caused significant damage to traditional houses in these areas
and reconstruction has been challenging as the National Building Code, existing building
by-laws, and planning regulations do not adequately reflect conservation aspects of
traditional buildings. A particular issue is that all of these are more focused on individual
buildings instead of on settlements as a whole. The administrative restructuring in Nepal
has also impacted the pace of reconstruction as the changes fail to understand and
incorporate issues of traditional settlements and decisions that had been made by the former
local authorities have been overturned by the newly established authorities. The NRA and
the Department of Urban Development and Building Construction (DUDBC), with support
from UN Habitat, initiated formulation of new building by-laws especially for historical
settlements after the earthquake. Till now Municipality and NRA did not have plan and
program for socio-technical advisory service to residents on reconstruction of vernacular
buildings
•

NRA did not have program for strengthening municipal and community planning and
regulatory capacity.
Except
Since the earthquake, the technical capacity in Sankhu municipality has been boosted by
the addition of the NRA, Building DLPIU technical staff (engineers, sub-engineers, and
assistant sub-engineers). However, there are some challenges arising:
NRA, Building DLPIU technical staff are fully focused on the inspection process for the
housing reconstruction grant and do not have experience or training on vernacular building
reconstruction, building code implementation and municipal by-laws.
There is misunderstanding and miscommunication at local level regarding reconstruction
policies and procedures. For example, many NRA, Building DLPIU technical staff (and
other technical assistance staff from POs) have been informing households that they must
use one of the designs from the DUDBC design catalogue volume 1 to be eligible for the
housing reconstruction grant.
The relationship between the NRA, Building DLPIU technical staff and the local officials
can be strained as a result of attempts by officials to influence the inspection process. A
survey that Housing Recovery Reconstruction Program is currently conducting with NRA,

Building DLPIU technical staff found that 30% of respondents reported facing pressure or
threats from ward / municipal officials to pass certain houses.
•

Rebuilding started, without planning and without regard for heritage.

•

Urban housing reconstruction is underway without socio-technical guidance

4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Policy Implementation
Disaster impact in urban areas is always complex, and this was true also in historic town
like Sankhu. For instance, the urban poor most often rented accommodation in already
dilapidating historic structures, which are now lost or unsafe. After the earthquake, the
rental market shrunk and informal settling increased. At the same time, the first
rebuilding in historic urban area has started, without planning and without regard for
heritage.
Open
areas are shrunk,
due
to
sheltering
and
informal
settling, which further reduce future evacuation capacity.
The reconstruction of earthquake destroyed and heavily damaged heritage structures,
private buildings and social and physical infrastructure started immediately after the
National Reconstruction Authority start functioning. But the implementation of the
government self-declared policy on reconstruction of heritage settlements was lacking
and till now not a single heritage settlements has urban recovery plan. Unplanned
reconstruction of individual private houses without any regards to the built environment
created more problem than solutions. This is happening due to a lack of a strategy on
reconstruction / regeneration of the historic settlement. Reconstruction in these
settlements also suffer due to scarcity of funds, labor and construction materials as well.
Historic settlement/town Regeneration / Recovery planning is conceived in Post Disaster
Recovery Framework published by GON in May 2016. Because of the historical,
archaeological, artistic, cultural and touristic value of the historic settlement, a
fundamental principle of post-earthquake urban recovery centres around both the
conservation of its unique urban fabric and the reduction of disaster risk. Historic
settlement regeneration / recovery planning and implementation arrangements should led
by local government. Basic principle of post-earthquake urban recovery are
•
•
•
•

Community led-community mobilisation, common interest and participation
Owner built houses
Technical assistance- built heritage personalized technical service required
Local authority- manager and provider of subsidies, incentives, tax waiver etc

•
•

Federal and provincial government role –Monitoring and Funding for heritage
conservation and infrastructure improvement and development
Private sector role- tourism promotion and marketing

Under the strategic objective the Post Disaster Recovery Framework (PDRF) outlines
plans for restoring urban heritage settlements including:
•
•
•
•
•

Improving access to planning and building skills
Engaging small and medium sized businesses and cooperatives to increase
investment in revival of urban areas
Strengthening effectiveness of municipalities and other stakeholders to plan and
enforce safe and resilient rebuilding and expansion of settlements
Advocating for comprehensive risk reduction and enforcing the safeguarding of
public and open spaces for evacuation
Regeneration of heritage settlements

A Master Plan for regeneration of Sankhu historic town was prepared in 2019 by a
consultant assigned by National Reconstruction Authority (NRA). The assessment and
recovery planning process needed to pay particular attention to the issue of social
inclusion of the most marginalized and vulnerable groups, including women, children, the
aged, persons with disabilities. In Post Disaster Reconstruction Framework sector plan
there is a provision to develop rental housing for urban poor. This component was
missing in the Master Plan. Another missing component was the absence of technical
guidance on private building reconstruction. To date, components of the plan such as
construction of bypass road, reconstruction and rehabilitation of Rajkulo, Ponds and
Dhunge Dharas have not begun.
Although the plan was prepared in consultation with local authority and affected
community, the ownership of plan still lies with the NRA, which will be in function till
November, 2020. Though there has been an acute need to augment municipal and local
community capacities on historic settlement recovery, efforts on capacity building and
institutionalization of urban recovery have gone unsettled over the past five years.

5:

CONCLUSION
After the devastating earthquake, the old settlement was almost completely destroyed. It
needed to be regenerated and revived and to do so, there was an urgent need for an
effective implementation of urban regeneration /recovery master plan that addressed the
restoration of it’s the town’s rich architecture, culture and tourism potential. The ultimate
beneficiary of regeneration would be the local inhabitants. This study is the first step
towards the development of proposal for Urban Recovery of the settlement. Conclusions
drawn are:

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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Urban recovery of historic settlement is not only a planning and engineering issues.
It is understanding the local context, raising community awareness on importance
of built heritage and mobilizing people’s participation, managing information,
sharing and coordination.
Historic settlement recovery is not only a reconstruction of temples and safe
buildings. It is rebuilding community, a settlement that has linkage with livelihood,
culture, infrastructure, DRR and a whole development and conservation process.
Historic town/settlement recovery and reconstruction is a long-term process and
require investments and local resident’s participation. Not only should the local
government take on the execution of the plan components, the ownership and
implementation of the Master Plan should be taken care by the local government
and the community.
Retention of knowledge and skill through institutionalization is extremely
necessary.
Historic settlement issues and challenges cannot be addressed by one approach; it
needs specific approach for specific issues.
There is an important role of national institutions and more partners directly
involved better builds ‘buy in’.
Durable local, provincial and federal government’s partnerships are needed to forge
ahead with a program of effective historic settlement recovery. These partnerships
will pave the way for local economic rejuvenation.
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Annex 1
a). Historic Settlements in Kathmandu Valley
S.No

Settlements

S.No

Settlements

1

Kathmandu City Core *

2

Thecho

3
Chapagaon
5
Lele
7
Bandegaon (Baregaon)
9
Harishidhi
11
Lubhu
13
Bungamati
15
Pharping
17
Nagaun
19
Kirtipur**
21
Satungal
23
Balambu
25
Ichangu
27
Balaju
29
Tokha
31
Sundarijal
33
Baudha *
35
Deopatan *
37
Thimi
39
Bode
41
Sankhu **
b). Historic Settlements Outside Kathmandu Valley

4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42

Bulu
Pyangaon
Thaiba
Sanagaun
Sunaguthi
Khokana**
Chobar
Panga
Machegaun
Kishipidi
Thankot
Swoyambhu *
Dharmasthali
Budhanilkantha
Gokarna
Handigaun
Patan City Core *
Nagadesh
Changu *
Bhaktapur City Core *

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22

Sanga (Kavre)
Dhulikhel (Kavre)
Panauti **(Kavre)
Nuwakot Palace Complex** (Nuwakot)
Lomangthang** (Mustang)
Dapcha (Kavre)
Bhimphedi (Makwanpur)
Palung (Makwanpur, Thaha Mun.)
Sinja Valley** (Jumla)
Janakpur (Dhanusha)

Annex 2

Nala (Kavre)
Banepa (Kavre)
Khadpu/ Shreekhandapur,Dhulikhel (Kavre)
Gorkha Palace Complex ** (Gorkha)
Dolakha Bhimsen Bazar area (Dolakha)
Bandipur ( Tanahu)
Chitlang (Makwanpur)
Baglung Bazar (Baglung
Tansen ** (Palpa)
Dullu (Dailekh)
Ridi and Rishikesh Complex **(Palpa)

